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Cheap Moscow Mule Copper Mugs - Look at these I found!

 

I love Moscow Mules too!  And ever since Oprah put Moscow Mule Mugs on her Favorite Things list, EVERYONE
wants them (oh, to have the power of Oprah, right?  haha!)

 

While I've heard that you can buy Moscow Mule mugs at Walmart, but I've never seen any there that impressed me at
all.  Someone told me that Groupon had some special awhile ago, but I never saw that so can't comment on it.

 

I have, however, seen some really inexpensive copper mugs for Moscow mules on this page here (those are good
cheap prices for solid copper).  On the other hand, if you're looking for top-of-the-line copper cups, the Russian
Standard Moscow Mule mugs are pricey, but AWESOME.  Best price I've found online for the Russian Standard ones
is here - and that's not cheap at all, is it?

 

If it were me, and I was looking for a real bargain and was willing to sacrifice SOLID copper for copper plated
(remember, that's not as good), I would get this set of 4 Moscow Mule Mugs - Here's a picture (you can click the
picture to read all the details and reviews):

 

 

 

 

 

Those mugs look nice, and area  great deal, but if you're a
true Moscow Mule purist, you won't like them.

 

Now, if you want a good deal on SOLID copper Moscow Mule
Mugs, check this set out that I found here.
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That is one heck of a great deal on true solid copper Moscow
Mule mugs/cups - and the reviews are fantastic (read all
reviews here)

Not only are these bigger mugs (these are 24 ounce while
most are only 16 ounce or maybe 20 ounce), but they are a
great quality and are solid copper and have protective coating
to help protect them from tarnishing (important).

 

You can get them in the smooth style (as shown above) or in hammered copper as well. Both styles are found here.

 

 

I'm really impressed with that deal - they are bigger mugs AND solid copper, and at that price you can't buy ONE for
what that mug set breaks out to cost.

 

 

Oh, and you mentioned finding some of these copper mugs to give as a wedding gift.  Take a look at these Mr/Mrs
Engraved Moscow Mule Mugs - I think they make a PERFECT wedding gift!

 

 

 

Aren't they great!  I found these mugs here at a really good
price.

 

 

Hope that helps!  Happy shopping... and drinking...haha!
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